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Have you awoken from your food coma yet?
Then send us an email!
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When’s your food baby due?
Find our past issues online!
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Do you need to get anything off  your chest?
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by NF

              Dirty Sex

 Honey ah ugh
 I hold uh your undulate
 Ugh
 Humping humping me
 C’mon
 Ugh ugh
 Uuuuughh - ah
 Nnnnnh
             Filthy Sex

  Slip your c**k
  Up under um
  Mhhmmhhmm
  Cup my missy missy please
  Missy slits who
  Slides uhhhhhhhhm
   “ummmm”
     ur c*k uh
       mmmhmhmmmm””hmmm”
          mnnnnnnn””””gggg***gghhhhhhhhhhh
             “********”
    Passion

               Welcome welcome to my bed
                Welcome welcome sleepyhead
                Let me put my hand in there
                                 Let me stroke that tuft of  hair.

                  I’m going to do this thing to you
               This thing you know I like to do.
          Do you mind it if  I – ooooh.
       Goodness gracious howdy do!

                Let’s get bumpy on your lump
             And all nasty with my stump.
           I will whump whump on your rump
            And gumpy lumpy humpy dump.

            That was yummy. Now I’m gummy.
             A new baby in your tummy.
              Now I’m sleepy, need to peepee
                There’s no reason to be weepy.
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by A-DG

REASONS S. PALIN WROTE A BOOK
    * Wanted something to read during the down time on helicopter wolf  hunts; unwilling to read 
anything not written by herself.
    * Saw that Obama has a book out, was jealous.
    * Wanted to use the advance copies she would receive as fuel to heat her house during brutal 
Alaskan winter.
    * Was concerned about the alarming lack of  folksiness in the cultural zeitgeist at large; sought 
to address aforementioned lack of  folksiness.
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what she reads again.
    * Use of  paper in printing millions of  copies of  book a boom to Alaska’s timber industry.
    * Wanted a good bedtime story to read to Trig.
    * Having to tour the lower 48 to promote your book extolling the virtues of  Alaska a great 
excuse to get the fuck out of  Alaska. 
    * Is a media whore.

by JB
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by AM

Dear Harry,
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time I met you in that train station I’ve known what an awesome, beautiful person you are. 
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spell in my pants.”  You made me feel like the prettiest girl in the world. And from then on 
you always treated me like “your number one bitch”, as you would say. But lately I’ve been 
feeling like you don’t respect me anymore. You’re always late for our dates, you always try 
to pay with galleons and nuts (and I looked those up. That’s not what they use in England!), 
and does Ron really have to come along with you every time? I’ve told you that I have an 
overwhelming fear of  gingers, but you don’t seem to care. God damn it, I keep having 
nightmares! Also, last week your weird principal came up to me and yelled, “Back off, bitch!” 
and ran away.  I can’t deal with that!

    I’m sorry if  I’m being hard on you. I know you’re dealing with a lot of  orphan issues. You 
talk about it constantly. Everyday. Once an hour, at least. But, anyways, I really think it’s time 
for us to end this. Last night, when Voldemort broke into my house and slowly tortured and 
killed my family in front of  me I realized that maybe we would both be better off  apart. I 
didn’t ever want to break your heart, Harry. But I also didn’t ever want to spend Christmas 
battling a twelve-foot tall talking Gobbleclops or whatever you said it was. So, goodbye, 
Harry. Goodbye forever. I hope you have a wonderful life.

                                                                                                Love, Ann

P.S. I’ve enclosed your vibrating wand. I want my sweater back.

P.P.S. And seriously, it’s ridiculous that I had to deliver this by owl. Do you know how hard 
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I would like to thank God for everything he has done to—
No, too obvious.

I would like to thank God for everything she has done to—
On the right track, but a little too feminist for my taste.

I would like to thank my Mom for giving me—
No, my mom’s a cunt.

This thesis would not have been possible if  it weren’t for my uncle Richard and all the hard 
work he did to—
Although I am very fond of  my uncle Richard, I think this would call too much attention to the fact that he wrote 

my thesis, which is something I’m kind-of  trying to keep under wraps.

I would like to thank Reed College for—
Wait, Reed should be thanking me.

I would like to thank Adam and Eve for propagating the human race, which set a chain of  events 
into motion over the course of  thousands of  years, all of  which have led up to this point in time 
of  me handing in my thesis to—
This is OK, but I don’t really know if  I believe in causality.

I would like to thank myself, Andrew Michaan, for writing this thesis.
Perfect.

by GH


